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Professional chainsaw characterized by an excellent combination of power, lightweight construction and easy handling: 

elements making this the perfect tool for professional pruning and maintenance services on olive and fruit trees, and 

other plants. 

Compact balanced geometry and minimal weight make the job of the operator much easier, reducing the physical 

effort required and extending times between rest breaks. 

Tool-free fi lter access: just unscrew a knob (attached permanently to the cover to avoid being lost). 

Innovative shock-absorbing handles: prevents the carburettor being exposed to vibration and guarantees a 

particularly stable fuel burn, allowing easy operation at any angle. 

The new chain guard assembly design minimises clogging due to shavings, thus reducing the frequency of cleaning. 

Metal oil pump with adjustable fl ow allows variation of lubricant fl ow to suit operating conditions (consistency of 

wood, weather, oil type).

A taper tipped bar is available for precision applications by qualifi ed tree surgeons.

“Easy-on” starting system ensures a smooth pick-up of the engine with no kickback and a limited number of pulls. 

Lateral chain tensioner, allowing the operator to adjust the chain tension swiftly, even in tricky positions. 

This chainsaw must be used only for tree surgery by certifi cated tree surgeons.
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Compact and easy-to-handle, designed for professional pruning and cutting of medium-sized branches on the ground 

and at heights.

A special hook allows the chainsaw to hang from the body of the operator and thus cut branches in those hard-to-

reach places that are usually out of bounds to mechanical machinery. 

The environmentally-friendly, low-emission engine is protected by a two-stage sponge/nylon air fi lter; its exceptional 

power generates high chain speed ensuring a clean, precise cut that prevents damaging the bark. 

Equipped with primer for easy starting from cold. 

The fi lter cover can be opened without tools, thus simplifying maintenance. 

This chainsaw must be used only for tree surgery by certifi cated tree surgeons.
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1.2 HP - 0.9 kW/25.4 cm3

25 cm/10”

3/8” x .050” (sprocket)

1/4” x .050” (carving)

automatic/adjustable

0.16 L/0.23 L

2.8 Kg

1.6 HP - 1.2 kW/30.1 cm3

30-35 cm/12”-14”

3/8” x .050”

automatic

0.13 L/0.23 L

3.4 Kg


